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On the Hypotheses whih lie at the Bases ofGeometry.Bernhard RiemannTranslated by William Kingdon Cli�ord[Nature, Vol. VIII. Nos. 183, 184, pp. 14{17, 36, 37.℄Plan of the Investigation.It is known that geometry assumes, as things given, both the notion ofspae and the �rst priniples of onstrutions in spae. She gives de�nitionsof them whih are merely nominal, while the true determinations appear inthe form of axioms. The relation of these assumptions remains onsequentlyin darkness; we neither pereive whether and how far their onnetion isneessary, nor a priori, whether it is possible.From Eulid to Legendre (to name the most famous of modern reform-ing geometers) this darkness was leared up neither by mathematiians norby suh philosophers as onerned themselves with it. The reason of thisis doubtless that the general notion of multiply extended magnitudes (inwhih spae-magnitudes are inluded) remained entirely unworked. I havein the �rst plae, therefore, set myself the task of onstruting the notion ofa multiply extended magnitude out of general notions of magnitude. It willfollow from this that a multiply extended magnitude is apable of di�erentmeasure-relations, and onsequently that spae is only a partiular ase ofa triply extended magnitude. But hene ows as a neessary onsequenethat the propositions of geometry annot be derived from general notions ofmagnitude, but that the properties whih distinguish spae from other on-eivable triply extended magnitudes are only to be dedued from experiene.Thus arises the problem, to disover the simplest matters of fat from whihthe measure-relations of spae may be determined; a problem whih from thenature of the ase is not ompletely determinate, sine there may be severalsystems of matters of fat whih suÆe to determine the measure-relations ofspae|the most important system for our present purpose being that whihEulid has laid down as a foundation. These matters of fat are|like all1



matters of fat|not neessary, but only of empirial ertainty; they are hy-potheses. We may therefore investigate their probability, whih within thelimits of observation is of ourse very great, and inquire about the justieof their extension beyond the limits of observation, on the side both of thein�nitely great and of the in�nitely small.I. Notion of an n-ply extended magnitude.In proeeding to attempt the solution of the �rst of these problems, thedevelopment of the notion of a multiply extended magnitude, I think I maythe more laim indulgent ritiism in that I am not pratised in suh under-takings of a philosophial nature where the diÆulty lies more in the notionsthemselves than in the onstrution; and that besides some very short hintson the matter given by Privy Counillor Gauss in his seond memoir onBiquadrati Residues, in the G�ottingen Gelehrte Anzeige, and in his Jubilee-book, and some philosophial researhes of Herbart, I ould make use of noprevious labours.x 1. Magnitude-notions are only possible where there is an anteedentgeneral notion whih admits of di�erent speialisations. Aording as thereexists among these speialisations a ontinuous path from one to another ornot, they form a ontinuous or disrete manifoldness; the individual speial-isations are alled in the �rst ase points, in the seond ase elements, of themanifoldness. Notions whose speialisations form a disrete manifoldness areso ommon that at least in the ultivated languages any things being givenit is always possible to �nd a notion in whih they are inluded. (Henemathematiians might unhesitatingly found the theory of disrete magni-tudes upon the postulate that ertain given things are to be regarded asequivalent.) On the other hand, so few and far between are the oasions forforming notions whose speialisations make up a ontinuous manifoldness,that the only simple notions whose speialisations form a multiply extendedmanifoldness are the positions of pereived objets and olours. More fre-quent oasions for the reation and development of these notions our �rstin the higher mathemati.De�nite portions of a manifoldness, distinguished by a mark or by aboundary, are alled Quanta. Their omparison with regard to quantity isaomplished in the ase of disrete magnitudes by ounting, in the ase ofontinuous magnitudes by measuring. Measure onsists in the superpositionof the magnitudes to be ompared; it therefore requires a means of usingone magnitude as the standard for another. In the absene of this, twomagnitudes an only be ompared when one is a part of the other; in whih2



ase also we an only determine the more or less and not the how muh. Theresearhes whih an in this ase be instituted about them form a generaldivision of the siene of magnitude in whih magnitudes are regarded not asexisting independently of position and not as expressible in terms of a unit,but as regions in a manifoldness. Suh researhes have beome a neessity formany parts of mathematis, e.g., for the treatment of many-valued analytialfuntions; and the want of them is no doubt a hief ause why the elebratedtheorem of Abel and the ahievements of Lagrange, Pfa�, Jaobi for thegeneral theory of di�erential equations, have so long remained unfruitful. Outof this general part of the siene of extended magnitude in whih nothing isassumed but what is ontained in the notion of it, it will suÆe for the presentpurpose to bring into prominene two points; the �rst of whih relates to theonstrution of the notion of a multiply extended manifoldness, the seondrelates to the redution of determinations of plae in a given manifoldnessto determinations of quantity, and will make lear the true harater of ann-fold extent.x 2. If in the ase of a notion whose speialisations form a ontinuousmanifoldness, one passes from a ertain speialisation in a de�nite way toanother, the speialisations passed over form a simply extended manifold-ness, whose true harater is that in it a ontinuous progress from a point ispossible only on two sides, forwards or bakwards. If one now supposes thatthis manifoldness in its turn passes over into another entirely di�erent, andagain in a de�nite way, namely so that eah point passes over into a de�nitepoint of the other, then all the speialisations so obtained form a doublyextended manifoldness. In a similar manner one obtains a triply extendedmanifoldness, if one imagines a doubly extended one passing over in a de�niteway to another entirely di�erent; and it is easy to see how this onstrutionmay be ontinued. If one regards the variable objet instead of the deter-minable notion of it, this onstrution may be desribed as a omposition ofa variability of n + 1 dimensions out of a variability of n dimensions and avariability of one dimension.x 3. I shall show how onversely one may resolve a variability whose regionis given into a variability of one dimension and a variability of fewer dimen-sions. To this end let us suppose a variable piee of a manifoldness of onedimension|rekoned from a �xed origin, that the values of it may be ompa-rable with one another|whih has for every point of the given manifoldnessa de�nite value, varying ontinuously with the point; or, in other words,let us take a ontinuous funtion of position within the given manifoldness,whih, moreover, is not onstant throughout any part of that manifoldness.3



Every system of points where the funtion has a onstant value, forms then aontinuous manifoldness of fewer dimensions than the given one. These man-ifoldnesses pass over ontinuously into one another as the funtion hanges;we may therefore assume that out of one of them the others proeed, andspeaking generally this may our in suh a way that eah point passes overinto a de�nite point of the other; the ases of exeption (the study of whihis important) may here be left unonsidered. Hereby the determination ofposition in the given manifoldness is redued to a determination of quantityand to a determination of position in a manifoldness of less dimensions. Itis now easy to show that this manifoldness has n � 1 dimensions when thegiven manifold is n-ply extended. By repeating then this operation n times,the determination of position in an n-ply extended manifoldness is reduedto n determinations of quantity, and therefore the determination of positionin a given manifoldness is redued to a �nite number of determinations ofquantity when this is possible. There are manifoldnesses in whih the deter-mination of position requires not a �nite number, but either an endless seriesor a ontinuous manifoldness of determinations of quantity. Suh manifold-nesses are, for example, the possible determinations of a funtion for a givenregion, the possible shapes of a solid �gure, &.II. Measure-relations of whih a manifoldness of n dimensions is apable onthe assumption that lines have a length independent of position, andonsequently that every line may be measured by every other.Having onstruted the notion of a manifoldness of n dimensions, andfound that its true harater onsists in the property that the determina-tion of position in it may be redued to n determinations of magnitude, weome to the seond of the problems proposed above, viz. the study of themeasure-relations of whih suh a manifoldness is apable, and of the ondi-tions whih suÆe to determine them. These measure-relations an only bestudied in abstrat notions of quantity, and their dependene on one anotheran only be represented by formul�. On ertain assumptions, however, theyare deomposable into relations whih, taken separately, are apable of geo-metri representation; and thus it beomes possible to express geometriallythe alulated results. In this way, to ome to solid ground, we annot, it istrue, avoid abstrat onsiderations in our formul�, but at least the results ofalulation may subsequently be presented in a geometri form. The foun-dations of these two parts of the question are established in the elebratedmemoir of Gauss, Disqusitiones generales ira super�ies urvas.x 1. Measure-determinations require that quantity should be independentof position, whih may happen in various ways. The hypothesis whih �rst4



presents itself, and whih I shall here develop, is that aording to whihthe length of lines is independent of their position, and onsequently everyline is measurable by means of every other. Position-�xing being redued toquantity-�xings, and the position of a point in the n-dimensioned manifold-ness being onsequently expressed by means of n variables x1; x2; x3; : : : ; xn,the determination of a line omes to the giving of these quantities as funtionsof one variable. The problem onsists then in establishing a mathematialexpression for the length of a line, and to this end we must onsider the quan-tities x as expressible in terms of ertain units. I shall treat this problemonly under ertain restritions, and I shall on�ne myself in the �rst plae tolines in whih the ratios of the inrements dx of the respetive variables varyontinuously. We may then oneive these lines broken up into elements,within whih the ratios of the quantities dx may be regarded as onstant;and the problem is then redued to establishing for eah point a generalexpression for the linear element ds starting from that point, an expressionwhih will thus ontain the quantities x and the quantities dx. I shall sup-pose, seondly, that the length of the linear element, to the �rst order, isunaltered when all the points of this element undergo the same in�nitesimaldisplaement, whih implies at the same time that if all the quantities dxare inreased in the same ratio, the linear element will vary also in the sameratio. On these suppositions, the linear element may be any homogeneousfuntion of the �rst degree of the quantities dx, whih is unhanged whenwe hange the signs of all the dx, and in whih the arbitrary onstants areontinuous funtions of the quantities x. To �nd the simplest ases, I shallseek �rst an expression for manifoldnesses of n � 1 dimensions whih areeverywhere equidistant from the origin of the linear element; that is, I shallseek a ontinuous funtion of position whose values distinguish them fromone another. In going outwards from the origin, this must either inrease inall diretions or derease in all diretions; I assume that it inreases in alldiretions, and therefore has a minimum at that point. If, then, the �rst andseond di�erential oeÆients of this funtion are �nite, its �rst di�erentialmust vanish, and the seond di�erential annot beome negative; I assumethat it is always positive. This di�erential expression, of the seond orderremains onstant when ds remains onstant, and inreases in the dupliateratio when the dx, and therefore also ds, inrease in the same ratio; it musttherefore be ds2 multiplied by a onstant, and onsequently ds is the squareroot of an always positive integral homogeneous funtion of the seond orderof the quantities dx, in whih the oeÆients are ontinuous funtions of thequantities x. For Spae, when the position of points is expressed by retilin-ear o-ordinates, ds = qP(dx)2; Spae is therefore inluded in this simplest5



ase. The next ase in simpliity inludes those manifoldnesses in whih theline-element may be expressed as the fourth root of a quarti di�erential ex-pression. The investigation of this more general kind would require no reallydi�erent priniples, but would take onsiderable time and throw little newlight on the theory of spae, espeially as the results annot be geometriallyexpressed; I restrit myself, therefore, to those manifoldnesses in whih theline element is expressed as the square root of a quadri di�erential expres-sion. Suh an expression we an transform into another similar one if wesubstitute for the n independent variables funtions of n new independentvariables. In this way, however, we annot transform any expression into anyother; sine the expression ontains 12n(n+1) oeÆients whih are arbitraryfuntions of the independent variables; now by the introdution of new vari-ables we an only satisfy n onditions, and therefore make no more than n ofthe oeÆients equal to given quantities. The remaining 12n(n� 1) are thenentirely determined by the nature of the ontinuum to be represented, andonsequently 12n(n�1) funtions of positions are required for the determina-tion of its measure-relations. Manifoldnesses in whih, as in the Plane andin Spae, the line-element may be redued to the form pP dx2, are thereforeonly a partiular ase of the manifoldnesses to be here investigated; they re-quire a speial name, and therefore these manifoldnesses in whih the squareof the line-element may be expressed as the sum of the squares of ompletedi�erentials I will all at. In order now to review the true varieties of allthe ontinua whih may be represented in the assumed form, it is neessaryto get rid of diÆulties arising from the mode of representation, whih is a-omplished by hoosing the variables in aordane with a ertain priniple.x 2. For this purpose let us imagine that from any given point the systemof shortest limes going out from it is onstruted; the position of an arbitrarypoint may then be determined by the initial diretion of the geodesi in whihit lies, and by its distane measured along that line from the origin. It antherefore be expressed in terms of the ratios dx0 of the quantities dx in thisgeodesi, and of the length s of this line. Let us introdue now instead of thedx0 linear funtions dx of them, suh that the initial value of the square of theline-element shall equal the sum of the squares of these expressions, so thatthe independent varaibles are now the length s and the ratios of the quantitiesdx. Lastly, take instead of the dx quantities x1; x2; x3; : : : ; xn proportionalto them, but suh that the sum of their squares = s2. When we introduethese quantities, the square of the line-element is P dx2 for in�nitesimalvalues of the x, but the term of next order in it is equal to a homogeneousfuntion of the seond order of the 12n(n � 1) quantities (x1 dx2 � x2 dx1),(x1 dx3 � x3 dx1) : : : an in�nitesimal, therefore, of the fourth order; so that6



we obtain a �nite quantity on dividing this by the square of the in�nitesimaltriangle, whose verties are (0; 0; 0; : : :), (x1; x2; x3; : : :), (dx1; dx2; dx3; : : :).This quantity retains the same value so long as the x and the dx are inludedin the same binary linear form, or so long as the two geodesis from 0 to x andfrom 0 to dx remain in the same surfae-element; it depends therefore onlyon plae and diretion. It is obviously zero when the manifold representedis at, i.e., when the squared line-element is reduible to P dx2, and maytherefore be regarded as the measure of the deviation of the manifoldnessfrom atness at the given point in the given surfae-diretion. Multipliedby �34 it beomes equal to the quantity whih Privy Counillor Gauss hasalled the total urvature of a surfae. For the determination of the measure-relations of a manifoldness apable of representation in the assumed formwe found that 12n(n � 1) plae-funtions were neessary; if, therefore, theurvature at eah point in 12n(n�1) surfae-diretions is given, the measure-relations of the ontinuum may be determined from them|provided there beno idential relations among these values, whih in fat, to speak generally, isnot the ase. In this way the measure-relations of a manifoldness in whih theline-element is the square root of a quadri di�erential may be expressed in amanner wholly independent of the hoie of independent variables. A methodentirely similar may for this purpose be applied also to the manifoldness inwhih the line-element has a less simple expression, e.g., the fourth rootof a quarti di�erential. In this ase the line-element, generally speaking,is no longer reduible to the form of the square root of a sum of squares,and therefore the deviation from atness in the squared line-element is anin�nitesimal of the seond order, while in those manifoldnesses it was of thefourth order. This property of the last-named ontinua may thus be alledatness of the smallest parts. The most important property of these ontinuafor our present purpose, for whose sake alone they are here investigated, isthat the relations of the twofold ones may be geometrially represented bysurfaes, and of the morefold ones may be redued to those of the surfaesinluded in them; whih now requires a short further disussion.x 3. In the idea of surfaes, together with the intrinsi measure-relationsin whih only the length of lines on the surfaes is onsidered, there is al-ways mixed up the position of points lying out of the surfae. We may,however, abstrat from external relations if we onsider suh deformationsas leave unaltered the length of lines|i.e., if we regard the surfae as bentin any way without strething, and treat all surfaes so related to eah otheras equivalent. Thus, for example, any ylindrial or onial surfae ountsas equivalent to a plane, sine it may be made out of one by mere bend-ing, in whih the intrinsi measure-relations remain, and all theorems about7



a plane|therefore the whole of planimetry|retain their validity. On theother hand they ount as essentially di�erent from the sphere, whih annotbe hanged into a plane without strething. Aording to our previous in-vestigation the intrinsi measure-relations of a twofold extent in whih theline-element may be expressed as the square root of a quadri di�erential,whih is the ase with surfaes, are haraterised by the total urvature. Nowthis quantity in the ase of surfaes is apable of a visible interpretation, viz.,it is the produt of the two urvatures of the surfae, or multiplied by thearea of a small geodesi triangle, it is equal to the spherial exess of thesame. The �rst de�nition assumes the proposition that the produt of thetwo radii of urvature is unaltered by mere bending; the seond, that in thesame plae the area of a small triangle is proportional to its spherial exess.To give an intelligible meaning to the urvature of an n-fold extent at a givenpoint and in a given surfae-diretion through it, we must start from the fatthat a geodesi proeeding from a point is entirely determined when its initialdiretion is given. Aording to this we obtain a determinate surfae if weprolong all the geodesis proeeding from the given point and lying initiallyin the given surfae-diretion; this surfae has at the given point a de�niteurvature, whih is also the urvature of the n-fold ontinuum at the givenpoint in the given surfae-diretion.x 4. Before we make the appliation to spae, some onsiderations aboutat manifoldness in general are neessary; i.e., about those in whih thesquare of the line-element is expressible as a sum of squares of ompletedi�erentials.In a at n-fold extent the total urvature is zero at all points in everydiretion; it is suÆient, however (aording to the preeding investigation),for the determination of measure-relations, to know that at eah point theurvature is zero in 12n(n�1) independent surfae diretions. Manifoldnesseswhose urvature is onstantly zero may be treated as a speial ase of thosewhose urvature is onstant. The ommon harater of those ontinua whoseurvature is onstant may be also expressed thus, that �gures may be viewedin them without strething. For learly �gures ould not be arbitrarily shiftedand turned round in them if the urvature at eah point were not the same inall diretions. On the other hand, however, the measure-relations of the man-ifoldness are entirely determined by the urvature; they are therefore exatlythe same in all diretions at one point as at another, and onsequently thesame onstrutions an be made from it: whene it follows that in aggregateswith onstant urvature �gures may have any arbitrary position given them.The measure-relations of these manifoldnesses depend only on the value ofthe urvature, and in relation to the analyti expression it may be remarked8



that if this value is denoted by �, the expression for the line-element may bewritten 11 + 14�P x2qP dx2:x 5. The theory of surfaes of onstant urvature will serve for a geometriillustration. It is easy to see that surfae whose urvature is positive mayalways be rolled on a sphere whose radius is unity divided by the square rootof the urvature; but to review the entire manifoldness of these surfaes, letone of them have the form of a sphere and the rest the form of surfaes ofrevolution touhing it at the equator. The surfaes with greater urvaturethan this sphere will then touh the sphere internally, and take a form likethe outer portion (from the axis) of the surfae of a ring; they may be rolledupon zones of spheres having new radii, but will go round more than one.The surfaes with less positive urvature are obtained from spheres of largerradii, by utting out the lune bounded by two great half-irles and bringingthe setion-lines together. The surfae with urvature zero will be a ylinderstanding on the equator; the surfaes with negative urvature will touh theylinder externally and be formed like the inner portion (towards the axis) ofthe surfae of a ring. If we regard these surfaes as lous in quo for surfae-regions moving in them, as Spae is lous in quo for bodies, the surfae-regions an be moved in all these surfaes without strething. The surfaeswith positive urvature an always be so formed that surfae-regions mayalso be moved arbitrarily about upon them without bending, namely (theymay be formed) into sphere-surfaes; but not those with negative-urvature.Besides this independene of surfae-regions from position there is in surfaesof zero urvature also an independene of diretion from position, whih inthe former surfaes does not exist.III. Appliation to Spae.x 1. By means of these inquiries into the determination of the measure-relations of an n-fold extent the onditions may be delared whih are nees-sary and suÆient to determine the metri properties of spae, if we assumethe independene of line-length from position and expressibility of the line-element as the square root of a quadri di�erential, that is to say, atness inthe smallest parts.First, they may be expressed thus: that the urvature at eah point iszero in three surfae-diretions; and thene the metri properties of spae aredetermined if the sum of the angles of a triangle is always equal to two rightangles. 9



Seondly, if we assume with Eulid not merely an existene of lines in-dependent of position, but of bodies also, it follows that the urvature iseverywhere onstant; and then the sum of the angles is determined in alltriangles when it is known in one.Thirdly, one might, instead of taking the length of lines to be independentof position and diretion, assume also an independene of their length anddiretion from position. Aording to this oneption hanges or di�erenesof position are omplex magnitudes expressible in three independent units.x 2. In the ourse of our previous inquiries, we �rst distinguished betweenthe relations of extension or partition and the relations of measure, and foundthat with the same extensive properties, di�erent measure-relations wereoneivable; we then investigated the system of simple size-�xings by whihthe measure-relations of spae are ompletely determined, and of whih allpropositions about them are a neessary onsequene; it remains to disussthe question how, in what degree, and to what extent these assumptions areborne out by experiene. In this respet there is a real distintion betweenmere extensive relations, and measure-relations; in so far as in the former,where the possible ases form a disrete manifoldness, the delarations ofexperiene are indeed not quite ertain, but still not inaurate; while in thelatter, where the possible ases form a ontinuous manifoldness, every deter-mination from experiene remains always inaurate: be the probability everso great that it is nearly exat. This onsideration beomes important in theextensions of these empirial determinations beyond the limits of observationto the in�nitely great and in�nitely small; sine the latter may learly beomemore inaurate beyond the limits of observation, but not the former.In the extension of spae-onstrution to the in�nitely great, we mustdistinguish between unboundedness and in�nite extent, the former belongsto the extent relations, the latter to the measure-relations. That spae isan unbounded three-fold manifoldness, is an assumption whih is developedby every oneption of the outer world; aording to whih every instantthe region of real pereption is ompleted and the possible positions of asought objet are onstruted, and whih by these appliations is for everon�rming itself. The unboundedness of spae possesses in this way a greaterempirial ertainty than any external experiene. But its in�nite extent byno means follows from this; on the other hand if we assume independene ofbodies from position, and therefore asribe to spae onstant urvature, itmust neessarily be �nite provided this urvature has ever so small a positivevalue. If we prolong all the geodesis starting in a given surfae-element,we should obtain an unbounded surfae of onstant urvature, i.e., a surfaewhih in a at manifoldness of three dimensions would take the form of a10



sphere, and onsequently be �nite.x 3. The questions about the in�nitely great are for the interpretation ofnature useless questions. But this is not the ase with the questions aboutthe in�nitely small. It is upon the exatness with whih we follow phe-nomena into the in�nitely small that our knowledge of their ausal relationsessentially depends. The progress of reent enturies in the knowledge of me-hanis depends almost entirely on the exatness of the onstrution whihhas beome possible through the invention of the in�nitesimal alulus, andthrough the simple priniples disovered by Arhimedes, Galileo, and New-ton, and used by modern physi. But in the natural sienes whih are stillin want of simple priniples for suh onstrutions, we seek to disover theausal relations by following the phenomena into great minuteness, so far asthe mirosope permits. Questions about the measure-relations of spae inthe in�nitely small are not therefore superuous questions.If we suppose that bodies exist independently of position, the urvatureis everywhere onstant, and it then results from astronomial measurementsthat it annot be di�erent from zero; or at any rate its reiproal must be anarea in omparison with whih the range of our telesopes may be negleted.But if this independene of bodies from position does not exist, we annotdraw onlusions from metri relations of the great, to those of the in�nitelysmall; in that ase the urvature at eah point may have an arbitrary valuein three diretions, provided that the total urvature of every measurableportion of spae does not di�er sensibly from zero. Still more ompliatedrelations may exist if we no longer suppose the linear element expressibleas the square root of a quadri di�erential. Now it seems that the empirialnotions on whih the metrial determinations of spae are founded, the notionof a solid body and of a ray of light, ease to be valid for the in�nitely small.We are therefore quite at liberty to suppose that the metri relations of spaein the in�nitely small do not onform to the hypotheses of geometry; and weought in fat to suppose it, if we an thereby obtain a simpler explanationof phenomena.The question of the validity of the hypotheses of geometry in the in�nitelysmall is bound up with the question of the ground of the metri relations ofspae. In this last question, whih we may still regard as belonging to thedotrine of spae, is found the appliation of the remark made above; thatin a disrete manifoldness, the ground of its metri relations is given in thenotion of it, while in a ontinuous manifoldness, this ground must omefrom outside. Either therefore the reality whih underlies spae must forma disrete manifoldness, or we must seek the gound of its metri relationsoutside it, in binding fores whih at upon it.The answer to these questions an only be got by starting from the on-11



eption of phenomena whih has hitherto been justi�ed by experiene, andwhih Newton assumed as a foundation, and by making in this oneptionthe suessive hanges required by fats whih it annot explain. Researhesstarting from general notions, like the investigation we have just made, anonly be useful in preventing this work from being hampered by too narrowviews, and progress in knowledge of the interdependene of things from beingheked by traditional prejudies.This leads us into the domain of another siene, of physi, into whihthe objet of this work does not allow us to go to-day.
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Synopsis.Plan of the Inquiry:I. Notion of an n-ply extended magnitude.x 1. Continuous and disrete manifoldnesses. De�ned parts of a man-ifoldness are alled Quanta. Division of the theory of ontinuousmagnitude into the theories,(1) Of mere region-relations, in whih an independene of magni-tudes from position is not assumed;(2) Of size-relations, in whih suh an independene must be as-sumed.x 2. Constrution of the notion of a one-fold, two-fold, n-fold extendedmagnitude.x 3. Redution of plae-�xing in a given manifoldness to quantity-�xings. True harater of an n-fold extended magnitude.II. Measure-relations of whih a manifoldness of n-dimensions is apable onthe assumption that lines have a length independent of position, andonsequently that every line may be measured by every other.x 1. Expression for the line-element. Manifoldnesses to be alled Flatin whih the line-element is expressible as the square root of a sumof squares of omplete di�erentials.x 2. Investigation of the manifoldness of n-dimensions in whih the lineelement may be represented as the square root of a quadri dif-ferential. Measure o�ts deviation from atness (urvature) at agiven point in a given surfae-diretion. For the determinationof its measure-relations it is allowable and suÆient that the ur-vature be arbitrarily given at every point in 12n(n � 1) surfaediretions.x 3. Geometri illustration.x 4. Flat manifoldnesses (in whih the urvature is everywhere = 0)may be treated as a speial ase of manifoldnesses with onstanturvature. These an also be de�ned as admitting an indepen-dene of n-fold extents in them from position (possibility of motionwithout strething).x 5. Surfaes with onstant urvature.13



III. Appliation to Spae.x 1. System of fats whih suÆe to determine the measure-relationsof spae assumed in geometry.x 2. How far is the validity of these empirial determinations probablebeyond the limits of observation towards the in�nitely great?x 3. How far towards the in�nitely small? Connetion of this questionwith the interpretation of nature.
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